SPEND A PERFECT DAY IN THE TURKU REGION!
ONCE YOU HAVE READ THROUGH OUR PACKAGE TOURS, LET US BUILD YOUR PERFECT EXPERIENCE FROM THESE AND ALL THAT WE CAN OFFER THROUGH OUR PARTNERS IN SOUTHWEST FINLAND.

THIS BROCHURE GIVES ONLY A TASTE OF WHAT’S AVAILABLE AND OUR ENTIRE OFFERING CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT: WWW.VISITTURKU.FI/EN/GROUPS

ORDER YOUR TOUR FROM US:
VISIT TURKU, SALES
Tel: +358 (0) 262 7900
Aurakatu 4, 20100 Turku
sales@visitturku.fi
www.visitturku.fi/en/groups
TURKU - THE CULINARY CAPITAL CITY

A WALK TO THE HEART OF TURKU FOOD CULTURE

Gather up a group of friends, slip the Food Walk -card in your pocket and spend an evening as a food tourist sampling great cuisine. With our exclusive card you can taste some of Turku’s best flavours, representative of our cooperating restaurants. The card let’s you choose 5 of the best tastes of Turku from the 10 taster portions served at our partner restaurants. The scenic route that hugs the River Aura is easy to navigate with the map found on the card. Request your Food Walk-card through our sales service and they will reserve your tables in advance. The card is valid for three days, beginning with its first use in one of the restaurants, so there is no pressure to visit all the restaurants in the same day. If you plan to visit all the restaurants in one day, it is well worth leaving yourself at least 3 hours to do so. Find out which restaurants are included at visitturku.fi/foodwalk, or from our sales team.

FROM SALTED HERRING TO SALMON TARTARE – THE DEVELOPMENT OF FOOD CULTURE IN TURKU

What and how did people eat in Turku during the Middle Ages? How does the culinary art look like in Turku nowadays? Let’s get familiar with the cuisine development in the food capital of Finland. During the walking tour you will get to know both old and new trading places. You will also get familiar with former and current accommodation places and legendary restaurants. What do you need to bring with you? Suitable clothes depending on the weather and a good mood.

Duration: 1,5 hrs
Recommended group size: 7–15 people
Availability: year-round
Price: Guidance €111 on weekdays, €190 on Sundays and public holidays Incl. 1,5 hours of guidance
For an additional fee: tastings at the indoor Market Hall

ENJOY A CRUISE WITH A FEAST OF REFINEMENTS

During the summer months, steamship Ukkopekka sails from Turku to the island of Loistokari. There is everything you need for a wonderful evening: delicious dinner inspired by the Finnish archipelago with a variety of fish and barbecue specialties, along with live music and even dancing on the pier.

Loistokari evening cruises are available 2018: 16th May–1th September. Wed–Sat 7pm–11pm during May, Tue–Sat 7pm–11pm, during June–August.
Price:
€48 /pp (lower deck salon)
€55 /pp (upper deck salon)
Includes the cruise, live music, dancing on the pier, the reservation of seats, the tapas plate and the buffet table at Loistokari. The main difference with the decks is that the band is performing on the upper deck of the ship. You can enjoy the view from both decks and the sundeck.

AN EVENING IN THE SPIRIT OF SALVADOR DALI

Salvador Dali Private Dinner is an opportunity to enjoy dining at its most elegant. Hosted in the Dali exhibition space in Pargas, your private dining experience will take place in the midst of the artist’s sculptures. Your evening starts with a glass of the same sparkling wine Dali served to his own guests, the Perelada Brut Rose. Food is prepared using Dali’s recipes and the wines are mostly taken from the Dali wine book. In charge of the kitchen is Rotisseur-chef Kjell Gustafsson. The opulent table settings are quite different from the norm, and are illuminated by candlelight and lamps designed by Dali. Imported especially for the occasion is a baroque table with chairs clad in bells and gold thread. The napkins are made of gold fabric, which can be specially embroidered for the occasion as a memento for the guests. The venue has a full alcohol license and drinks with the meal are included in the price.

Recommended group size: 6–10 people
Price: €2810 /group
NB! Specific menu and programme from Visit Turku’s sales service.
SMALL GROUPS, BIG EXPERIENCES
IF YOUR GROUP OR PARTY IS A SMALL, INTIMATE AFFAIR, HAVE NO FEAR AS WE OFFER GREAT TRIPS FOR GROUPS OF 5–10 PEOPLE. BE SURE TO TAKE A LOOK AT THE CLU TKU ESCAPE ROOMS, CANOEING TRIPS OR THE STYLISH DESIGN TOUR. ALSO ASK ABOUT OTHER TOURS! MANY OF OUR TOURS ARE SUITABLE FOR SMALLER GROUPS.

FUN AND LAIDBACK ARCHIPELAGO CANOEING – SUITABLE ALSO FOR BEGINNERS!
The group will meet at Ruissalo’s Saaroniemi beach and depart out to sea after their initial basic instructions. The professional guide plans routes according to the group – paddle along a mysterious channel, around the lovely beaches of Ruissalo or out to the island of Vepsä. All participants, regardless of age or fitness, will receive a safe and comfortable nature experience out in Turku’s beautiful Archipelago!
The equipment you need to bring includes comfortable clothing, drinks, a change of clothes and sun protection (sunglasses, hat). Kayaking trips can also be arranged to depart from other places in Turku’s Archipelago, including Naantali, Pargas and Kemiönsaari – please ask for details!
Duration: approx. 3.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 5–12 people
Availability: May–September
Price: €55 /pp
Inc. kayaking guide, basic instruction and high-quality kayaking equipment (sea kayak)
For an additional fee: picnic lunch, conference package
N.B! Please request a quote for all-day kayaking trips!

CLU TKU
Wanted – Time travelling detectives! CLU TKU is one of the city’s best inter-dimensional detective agency, where challenging mysteries, throughout time and space, are solved. Welcome to the top-class escape rooms in the heart of the city, at the corner of the market square! You and your team have exactly 60 minutes to solve the mysteries that require logical and creative powers of reasoning.
Choose from:
1. Archaeological expedition in the heart of the Jukatan jungle – in search for the ancient Mayan relic. (2–5 people)
2. A busy bank in the end of the 1970’s, ancient coins, an insider job. How was it done? (2–6 people)
3. The famous detective is in trouble! A criminal mastermind had forced Sherlock to choose between saving the Crown Jewels and himself. Now you need to save him from doom. (2–6 people)
Duration: 1.5 hrs
Availability: year-round
Price: €90 /game
Price for bigger groups: all 3 games 425 €.
Incl. games, cupcakes from MBakery and surprise gifts. Duration 2 h.

TURKU DESIGN TOUR
This tour guides groups around the design stores of Turku, particularly ones not easily found by visitors from out of town. The tour can take in shops of particular interest to the group, which could include, for example, KUI Design, Klo Design, Televisio Lifestyle Store, Outolintu, Aitoi and Punainen Norsu. The walking tour will explain the traditional crafts of Turku and you’ll get to enjoy delicious cake from Finland’s finest bakery, MBakery, in Turku’s Market Hall.
Duration: 2.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 5–10 people
Availability: year-round
(Mon-Sat, subject to boutique opening hours)
Price: 5–10 people €44 /pp
11–15 people €29 /pp
Incl. 2.5 hrs guidance, MBakery’s coffee and cake.
For an additional fee: take the tour on a minibus and/or reserve a lunch.
TAKE A TOUR OF CLASSIC ATTRACTIONS AND MUSEUMS

TURKU SIGHTSEEING
During this two-hour sightseeing tour you’ll see the main attractions of Turku such as Turku Castle and the Handicrafts Museum from the outside, as well as stopping to go inside of Turku Cathedral. The tour will also introduce visitors to Turku Cathedral’s surroundings, the university area, Turku city centre, the River Aura views and the harbour.

Recommended group size: 20–50 People
Availability: year-round
Price: guidance €128 on weekdays
€227 on Sundays and public holidays.
Incl. 2 hrs guidance and visit to Turku Cathedral.
The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Price with transfer (Mon–Sat):
5–19 people: €245 /group
20–50 people: €331 /group
€344 / €430 on Sundays and public holidays.
Incl. 2 hrs guidance and bus transfer and visit to Turku Cathedral.

TURKU’S TOP 3 – SIGHTSEEING IN TURKU
On this guided tour you’ll become acquainted with the three most popular sights of Turku: Turku Cathedral, the Handicrafts Museum and Turku Castle. During the tour you’ll get familiar with the medieval life of Turku and of the whole of Finland, as well as the life of craftsmen in the 19th Century. The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 3.5 hours
Recommended group size: 20–30 people
Availability: year-round subject to museum opening hours
Price:
10-20 people €41 /pp
21-30 people €32 /pp
31-40 people €29 /pp
41-50 people €27 /pp
Tue–Sat, prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.
Prices include 3.5 hours guidance, visits and entrance fees to the Handicraft Museum and Turku Castle.

A TOUR OF RUISSALO
Ruissalo is a verdant oasis just outside of Turku. On this tour you’ll become acquainted with Ruissalo, both modern and historical, as well as the unique nature of the island. On the trip you’ll take a sightseeing tour and view the beautiful villas. You’ll visit the Botanical Garden of the University of Turku, boasting a collection comprising more than 5,000 different species and varieties of plant. During the tour you will enjoy coffee and Finnish doughnut at Honkapirtti café. The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 3.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 20–30 people
Availability: year-round subject to opening hours
Price:
10-20 people €37 /pp
21-30 people €28 /pp
31-40 people €25 /pp
41–50 people €24 /pp
Mon–Sat, prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.
Price includes 3.5 hrs guidance, entrance fee to the botanical garden and coffee.
**TAKE A TOUR OF CLASSIC ATTRACTIONS AND MUSEUMS**

**ACADEMIC WALK**

Academic Walk is a unique opportunity to experience the wide spectrum of Turku’s academic history. The tour leads to university hill and the legacy of Mikael Agricola – the founder of literary Finnish – and the university building, built free to the public and as a gift to science.

**Duration:** 1.5 hrs  
**Recommended group size:** 10–25 people  
**Availability:** year-round  
**Price:** weekdays €111  
**Sundays and public holidays:** €190  
**Inc.** 1.5 hrs guidance  
**For an additional fee:** coffee/lunch

---

**THE SONG OF THE SISTERS**

The Song of the Sisters is a guided tour in the medieval abbey church of Naantali. The product offers a unique, contemplative, warm, and genuine approach into local history. This engaging journey in time and song invites its participants to imagine the life of the convent’s original inhabitants, the nuns, through storytelling, singing, and togetherness.

The medieval town of Naantali was established in 1443 as the location of a Bridgettine double convent, Vallis Gratiae. It was the only convent in medieval Finland that accepted women as its members, and as such, a unique community in which women had an active role in church life alongside men. Bridgettine sisters had a special liturgy, created by St. Bridget of Sweden and her spiritual father Petrus in the 1300s. In the 1500s, the convent community of Vallis Gratiae disappeared along with the reformation, but the church was preserved.

Now, 500 years later, this freshly released tour gathers visitors together to experience singing an authentic Bridgettine song, chanted by the sisters of Vallis Gratiae as an evening prayer. Customers can also enjoy the tour by simply listening, singing is voluntary.

**Duration:** 1.5 hrs  
**Group size:** 1–30 people  
**Availability:** year round  
**Price:** €250/group  
**For an add fee:** coffee/lunch

---

**MEDIEVAL TURKU**

This guided tour will introduce you to the medieval history of Turku and Finland. The attractions on the tour are Turku Cathedral, Turku Castle and the Aboa Vetus Museum. As the National Sanctuary of Finland since the 1300’s, Turku Cathedral is steeped in history. In addition to the Cathedral you will discover much about old Turku at Aboa Vetus, where the excavated foundations reveal the medieval lanes of the old quarter and are left exposed for the fascination of visitors. The third destination – 700 year-old Turku Castle – offers much to experience. From the top floor, renaissance banquet halls and the round tower prisoner cells, to the scale models of the castle detailing its historical development through to the present day. The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

**Duration:** 3.5 hrs  
**Recommended group size:** 20–30 people  
**Availability:** year-round subject to museum opening hours  
**Price:**  
10–20 people €43 /pp  
21–30 people €35 /pp  
31–40 people €34 /pp  
41–50 people €32 /pp  
**Tue-Sat, prices higher Sundays and public holidays.**  
**Price includes** 3.5 hrs guidance, visits and entrance fees to the three sites. A second guide for the Aboa Vetus Museum will be provided for bigger groups.
MYSTERIOUS TURKU
In the company of a guide experience the Turku that hides itself behind the postcards, the tourist adverts and the traditional historical literature. During the tour hear stories of the shadowy allies of Turku. Hear the gruesome tales of the city’s criminal underworld, executions, ghosts and the shady nightlife of Turku. This walking tour will take you to places that you are unlikely to discover by yourself, and which even the locals don’t know.

Duration: 2 hrs
Availability: year-round
Recommended group size: 15-25 people
Price: guidance €128 on weekdays, €227 on Sundays and public holidays.
Price includes 2 hrs guidance
For an additional fee: refreshments/snacks at the end of tour.

FIRST IN TURKU - FIRST IN FINLAND
Where was Finland’s first monastery located? Who was Johan Seipel and what did he do? Who published the first Finnish almanac? How can one see behind the scenes at Finland’s oldest theatre, Åbo Svenska Teater?

Come to listen to how these and many other things found their beginnings in Turku. The walking tour lasts about two hours. The route winds through the streets and squares of Turku, finishing with a guided tour of Åbo Svenska Teater at the edge of the market square.

Duration: 2 hrs
Availability: Mon-Sat all year round
Recommended group size: 10–25 people
Price: weekdays €170
Sundays and public holidays €277.
Incl. 2 hrs guidance and admission to Åbo Svenska Teater.
For an additional fee: coffee at M bakery in the market hall.

TURKU DARK SIDE
Dark Side of Turku is a tour that runs right along the River Aura banks in the footsteps of criminals and murderers. Through the lectures get to know real crimes, crime scenes and unsolved murder investigations. How was Hans Assman connected to the fate of Sirkka-Liisa Waljus? What happened one July evening in 1963 near St Michael’s Church? Is there a serial killer stalking the banks of the River Aura? Does the River-Hunter exist?

Dress for the weather and wear comfortable footwear. Not suitable for those with walking difficulties.

Duration: 2 hrs
Recommended group size: 10–25 people
Availability: year-round
Price: Guidance €128 on weekdays, €227 on Sundays and public holidays.
Price includes 2 hours of guidance
For an additional fee: the tour can be given as a bus tour, which is to cover the cost of the bus.

WALKING TOUR ON THE BANKS OF THE RIVER AURA
Would you like to explore what is known as the ‘living room of Turku’? Enjoy the comfortable armchairs that are the shores of the River Aura. Start your tour with either maritime Turku and the glorious history of Turku Castle, or the historical landmarks of Vähätori Square and Turku Cathedral. Along the way you’ll soak up city art, historical buildings and cultural attractions. You’ll even step aboard a quaint little river cruise on our beloved Föri ferry. Be sure to bring comfortable shoes and a sense of adventure.

Duration: 2hrs
Recommended group size: 15–25 people
Availability: year-round
Price: guidance €128 on weekdays, € 227 on Sundays and public holidays.
Incl. 2 hrs guidance
EXPERIENCE TURKU BY WALKING

PORT ARTHUR ON FOOT - A CITY CENTRE VILLAGE
The tour starts at the entrance to St. Michael's Church. First we'll walk around the building, admiring its unique and beautiful architecture. Why is it that the architect didn’t like his work when the people of Turku so loves it.

Next we’ll find out more about the part of the city where St. Michael’s church is situated, Port Arthur. Where does this unusual name come from? Why is it that there is such a large area of the city where the buildings are made mostly from wood? Why wood? What is it about Port Arthur that makes it so unique and such a popular place to live?

We will be walking quite a bit during the tour so dress for the weather and wear comfortable footwear.

Duration: 1.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 10-25 people
Availability: year-round
Price: weekdays €111
Sundays and public holidays €190.
Inc. 1.5 hrs guidance
For an additional fee: entrance to the St. Michael’s Church, coffee/lunch

TURKU THROUGH A LENZ
What did Turku look like before the invention of the photography? Who from Turku was the first to take a photograph? What does the most beautiful street in Turku look like? On this walking tour, you’ll take pictures of how Turku looks today and imagine the city of the past. During the tour, get to know the sights and nuances along the River Aura, listen to the history of the city and the Turku we no longer see. On the tour you can take pictures with your own camera or device but also participate with just your imagination. Share pictures on Instagram either during or after the tour!

Duration: 1.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 10-25 people
Availability: year-round
Price: weekdays €111
Sundays and public holidays €190.
Inc. 1.5 hrs guidance
For an additional fee: coffee/lunch

A WALK IN THE SHADOW OF ARCHITECTURE
Explore on foot the signature buildings of Turku’s modern architecture alongside other fascinating structures.
Architect Alvar Aalto resided in Turku between 1927 and 1933. During this time Turku played a significant role in the emergence of new architecture and furniture design. On this tour a guide will introduce you to the exterior of three transitional works of Aalto’s functionalism: the Maalaistentalo, the Turun Sanomat as well as the standard apartment building.

Having established his own office here in Turku at the beginning of the 1920’s, Erik Bryggman was one of the earliest representatives of functionalism in Finnish architecture. Among others, the tour presents his Hotel Hospis, Atrium and Student Union buildings. In 2016 the 125th birthday anniversary of Erik Bryggman will be celebrated.

Duration: 2 hrs
Recommended group size: 15-25 people
Availability: year-round
Price: guidance €128 on weekdays
€227 on Sundays and public holidays.
Inc. 1.5 hrs guidance but no entrance fees.
For an additional fee: coffee breaks or dining, and a visit to Turku Main Library.
NB! The tour can also be implemented as a sightseeing tour. The tour will be conducted from the group’s own coach. Bus transportation can be arranged on your behalf.
DISTINCTIVE EXCURSIONS

TOUR TO MEYER TURKU SHIPYARD
Now you have the opportunity to explore the shipbuilding industry in Turku and see where the world’s largest cruise ships have been built!
The tour begins at Forum Marinum where attention is given to the exhibitions and scale models as well as the range of video displays showing the past and present of Turku’s shipbuilding. From there the tour continues to the shipyard and guide will introduce the history and operations of Meyer Turku shipyard. With a vessel currently under construction it is not possible to go inside due to safety reasons. Tour ends at the Forum Marinum Maritime museum (ticket is valid to explore the museums exhibitions on your own). The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 3 hrs
Recommended group size: 15–30 people
Availability: year-round subject to museum opening hours
Price: 5–9 people €42 /pp
10–20 people €29 /pp
21–30 people €23 /pp
31–40 people €21 /pp
41–50 people €21 /pp
Incl. guidance for 2 hrs and admission fees. (a second guide for the Forum Marinum will be provided for bigger groups)
For an additional fee: coffee or lunch in restaurant Göran, coach transportation.
Special requirements: tour must be booked 14 days in advance. Names of group members must be submitted in advance. Recommended for ages 15 years and over.

A FIELD TRIP FOR BEER LOVERS
The Field Trip for Beer Lovers is an introductory tour to the most famous pubs in town. The tour begins at the Brewery Restaurant Koulu (School), operating in a former all-girls school built at the end of the 19th century. Beer lovers can explore the ingredients, textures and processes of the brewery. During the visit you’ll taste four of the Koulu’s own brands of beer. After your ‘primary studies’ the tour continues to the Old Bank – also known as simply the Bank – a pub situated in what used to be the offices of a bank and converted into a comfortable restaurant. You then cross the river from the Bank to the New Pharmacy on foot. This quaint and cozy pub combines the unique atmosphere of an old apothecary with a wonderful array of refreshments. Here you can enjoy another cold one. The tour also includes a Turku guide to accompany you, who will explain the history and restaurant culture of Turku along the way.

Duration: 3 hrs
Recommended group size: min 10 – max 40 persons
Availability: year-round subject to the opening hours of the Pubs
Price: 10–20 people €45 /pp
21–30 people €42 /pp
31–40 people €38 /pp
Mon–Sat, prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.
Incl. guidance, beer tasting education (4 beers) and cold ones in the New Pharmacy and The Old Bank.
For an additional fee: snacks or dinner

PIT-COOKING IN RUISSALO
During the day get to know this carefully prepared, traditional dish whilst also enjoying delicious food, good company and a spirit of togetherness in the great outdoors. In the morning you’re introduced to barbecue pit digging, the proper way to build a campfire and the correct method for preparing meat. Around midday the meat is set down in the barbecue pit. In the afternoon you can monitor the meat in the pit whilst enjoying grilled sausages, flame-cooked salmon and cold drinks beside the warm campfire. In the evening taste the newly roasted meat at either the Spa restaurant Merisali or by the beach barbecue grill.

Price:
10–20 people €45 /pp
21–50 people €42 /pp
over 50 people €38 /pp
For an additional fee: activities in Ruissalo Spa or outdoors, accommodation in Ruissalo Spa.
VISITOR AND INFORMATION CENTRE JOKI
Business is booming in the region of Turku – come and find out why!
Unique in the Nordic countries, Joki – Finland’s first regional visitor centre – is a diverse and interactive concept. Throughout the year, it provides interactive exhibitions and fresh perspectives on the business ecosystem, urban development and attractions of the local region.
Located at the heart of the Turku campus area (Lemminkäisenkatu 12B), the visitor centre is a modern exhibition space for innovation, business and research. In the stylish premises, the companies and universities of the Turku region, as well as the City of Turku, present their current activities and issues, as well as promoting the Turku region as an innovative, competitive and developing environment.
During the tour you’ll get to know Turku and the area’s diverse economic life, its seeds of growth, the present day and particularly the prospects for the future. Predominately featured in the digital showrooms are local businesses, innovations and education. Aspects of the City of Turku’s own exhibition include city planning, urban development and the theme of the Smart City.
Duration: 1 hrs
Recommended group size: 15–30 people
Availability: year-round, Mon–Fri
Price: guidance €93 on weekdays
Incl. 1 hrs guidance
For an additional fee: coffee or lunch in restaurant Mauno, conference facilities

PAAVO NURMI - FLYING FINN - HIS LIFE IN TURKU
This sightseeing tour presents Paavo Nurmi’s hometown, his home and his final resting place.
The Flying Finn – legendary long-distance runner – is the most famous Finnish runner: at three Olympic Games from 1920 to 1928 Nurmi won a total of nine gold and three silver medals.
The tour starts from the Old Cemetery where is his final resting place. Then during the sightseeing tour the guide introduces his life and achievements and visitors will also see the house he grew up in, which has been preserved in the spirit of his time. In Turku there are also a sports stadium named after the ‘Flying Finn’, as well as a statue in Nurmi’s honour.
The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).
Duration: 2.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 10–30 persons
Availability: Year-round
Prices:
10–20 people €24 /pp
21–30 people €17 /pp
31–40 people €14,50 /pp
Mon–Sat, prices higher Sundays and public holidays.
Incl. 2,5 hrs of guidance and entrance fee
For an additional fee: lunch/dinner, transportation

THE TALES OF ‘TURKU WALLS’
Some see street art as the defacement of public spaces, whilst others regard it as a unique window into the life of a city. Turku’s citizens have left their mark on the walls of the city’s buildings since the beginning of history. Today, those marks have blossomed into large, beautifully painted murals. Turku Walls is a guided tour that explores the main attractions of Turku, dives into the city’s history and interprets the stories of street art on the walls of the buildings.
The tour is mainly conducted from a bus, but with possibility to explore each site more closely.
The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).
Duration: 2.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 20–50 people
Availability: year-round
Price: guidance €147 on weekdays
€ 263 on Sundays and public holidays.
Prices include 2,5 hrs guidance
**ENJOY THE MARITIME ATMOSPHERE**

**GUIDED BOAT RIDE ALONG THE RIVER AURA**

Enjoy the oldest city in Finland, from the river perspective, on this guided boat trip. The river and sea have played a pivotal role in the birth and development of the city of Turku. The idyllic boat ride takes you through the city centre, bisecting the River Aura under bridges, past riverboats and admiring the cityscape from the river perspective. A return trip extends from the shores of the Cathedral towards the mouth of the River Aura. During this time you’ll hear about the riverside sites of interest as well as the sea and river, from Turku’s past to the present day.

**Duration:** 1 h  
**Recommended group size:** max 7 people  
**Price:** €152 /group (Mon-Sat)  
Inc. 1 hr guidance, 1 hr hire of Låna electric picnic boat  
For an additional fee: extended guidance, picnic basket for the boat

**TOUR TO THE ISLAND OF ÖRÖ**

A restricted military zone for 100 years, the fortified island of Örö’s has a new role as part of the Archipelago Sea National Park. The imposing Obuhov guns with casemates, historic garrisons and various defensive positions detail coastal defences of Tsarist Russia to the present day. Örö is also one of Southern Finland’s most important conservation areas for habitats of endangered species.

The voyage, taken by ferry bus, begins at Kasnäs marina. On arrival a guided tour lasting nearly 2 hrs will highlight the unique nature as well as the cultural and military history. Lunch is served in the former barracks with time left to further explore the island.

**Duration:** approx. 6 hrs  
**Recommended group size:** 20 people  
**Availability:** June-Aug, request a quote for out of season – year-round possibilities  
**Price:** from 54 €/pp  
Prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.  
Inc. transport by ferry bus Kasnäs–Örö–Kasnäs, just under 2 hrs guidance on the island as well as lunch (starter and salad table, home cooked meal, coffee and small desert).  
For an additional fee: coach transport from Turku to Kasnäs, accommodation in Hotel Kasnäs or on Örö, or cruise from Turku to Örö.

**SUMMER CITIES AND A SLICE OF ARCHIPELAGO BEAUTY**

Start with a guided sightseeing tour of Turku, a city steeped in history. You’ll visit, from the outside, the city’s main attractions, including Turku Castle, the Handicrafts Museum, and Turku Cathedral. The group will then await their journey out to sea aboard the steamship S/S Ukkopekka to enjoy the scenic archipelago of Turku. The voyage takes you to sunny city of Naantali, with lunch eaten on board. When the boat arrives in Naantali, it’s time to step ashore and take a guided walking tour of the narrow alleys of the old town.

The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

**Duration:** 4.5 hrs  
**Recommended group size:** 20–30 people  
**Availability:** From the middle June to the middle August during the scheduled times of S/S Ukkopekka  
**Price:** 10–20 people €70 /pp  
21–30 people €58 /pp  
31–50 people €52 /pp  
Tue–Sat, prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.  
Includes 4.5 hrs guidance, cruise aboard S/S Ukkopekka (one-way) and lunch  
For an additional fee: visit the President’s summer house of Kultaranta.
DISCOVER THE ARCHIPELAGO

THE ARCHIPELAGO IS NEAR – A TOUR OF PARGAS AND NAGU

With an archipelago guide in tow, your group will depart aboard a private bus from Turku to Pargas, where the sightseeing tour explores the archipelago town and its opencast quarry. The next stop is the fascinating Salvador Dali exhibition at ArtBank. After a ferry trip to Nagu and lunch by the parish church, your guide will introduce the maritime museum and compare parish life, past and present. The tour ends in Turku.

The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 6 hrs
Recommended group size: 10-30 people
Availability: during summer months and subject to varying opening hours
Price: 10–20 people €62/pp
21–30 people €48/pp
31–40 people €43.50/pp
Inc. guidance 6 h and a presentation in Art Bank, sparkling wine/alcohol free drink, lunch
For an additional fee: coffee, transportation

A TOUR OF KEMITO ISLAND

The Kemito Island tour begins with an exploration of the grey stone, medieval Church of Kemito. Led by a local guide, the group will be engrossed by their stories of the local area. Kemito Island brings together a long history, rural prosperity, archipelago life and an ironworks industry. From Kemito Church you continue on to Taalintehdas, where the bus will tour you around the ironworks sites, visiting the ironworks Museum along the way. After a lunch buffet the journey continues to Kasnäs. The route boasts a feast of magnificent archipelago views, especially from the high vantage of Lövö Bridge.

The stop at Taalintehdas includes a visit to the gold factory shop. In summer, you can explore the handicraft stores, Silverfish jewellery and souvenir shop down by the beach. Continuing on, Söderlångvik Manor is the next stop and home to the art collection of Amos Anderson and some delightful manor house gardens. On sale in the garden shop are vegetables and summer apples from the manor’s extensive farm. Afternoon coffee will be taken here at Cafe Vivan. The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 7.5 hrs
Recommended group size: 30–50 people
Availability: 1.5.–30.9.2018 request a quote for out of season – year-round possibilities
Price: from 52 €/pp
Prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.
Inc. guidance in Kemito 7.5 hrs, buffet lunch, coffee with pastry, admission fee
For an additional fee: the services of an Archipelago guide on the way to Kemito Island

TO THE LAP OF THE ARCHIPELAGO

THE ARCHIPELAGO IS FULL OF MARITIME EXPERIENCES, UNIQUE PLACES TO VISIT, GREAT EVENTS AND THE SERENITY OF NATURE. TREAT YOURSELF AND DEPART ON A TRIP TO PRESIDENTIAL GARDENS OR EXPERIENCE A SPLASH OF ARCHIPELAGO MAGIC. GET TO KNOW THE TOURS AND TRIPS PRESENTED HERE OR ASK FOR OTHER OPTIONS. WE CAN ALSO TAILOR AN UNFORGETTABLE ARCHIPELAGO PACKAGE BASED ON THE DESIRES OF YOUR GROUP!
PRESIDENTIAL GARDENS, MANOR HOUSE ROMANCE AND SHOPPING IN KUSTAVI

The first tour destination is the President’s summer residence of Kultaranta, located in the Luonnonmaa of Naantali, where you are guided round the beautiful gardens. From Kultaranta the tour heads to the old town of Naantali, where after a stroll you can enjoy a lunch. The journey continues to Askainen and the Manor House of Louhisaari – the birthplace of Marshal Mannerheim. After this the tour visits Kustavi and the Kustavi Pottery Workshop and Handicraft Village. Here you’ll enjoy a coffee and ‘munkki’ (a Finnish doughnut) and look around the village with some time to shop in the handicraft stores. Each destination has its own guide.

The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 8–9 hrs
Availability: during summer months and subject to varying opening hours
Recommended group size: 30–50 people
Price: 10–20 €48 /pp
21–30 people €45 /pp
31–40 people €42 /pp
41–50 people €40 /pp
Mon–Fri, prices higher on weekends and public holidays.
Prices include guidance around Kultaranta, Louhisaari Manor and Kustavi Savipaja, reservation at Kultaranta, entrance fee to Louhisaari Manor, as well as lunch and coffee.
For an additional fee: you can book a guide for the entire tour.

MATILDA’S MAGIC

The area of Meri-Teijo is both a culturally and historically significant industrial area, which is represented by the ironworks factory dating from the 1800s. The tour will visit the Mathildedal ironworks village and its historic red-earth buildings, manor house milieu and the old factory found in a region full of outstanding nature close to the sea. The tour begins by enjoying coffee and pastry in the Kyläkonttori cafe, followed by a walk to the Ruukin Krouvi restaurant. Delve into the Teijo ironworks, the area’s history and present day as well as visit the Teijo Factory Centenary Exhibition. Afterwards the group will visit to alpaca farm and mill. Here you’ll get to know the alpacas’ way of life, how the wool is turned into alpaca products as well as watch them grazing in the field. During the tour the possibility to shop in the handicraft stores. The trip ends with dinner in the Ruukin Krouvi restaurant.

Driving time from Turku to Meri-Teijo takes about an hour (80 km). The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: approx. 3 hrs on site (+ travelling time)
Availability: year-round
Price:
1.9.–31.5. Mon–Fri €42 /pp
1.6.–31.8. and weekends €47 /pp
Includes guide services on site, coffee break and lunch
For an additional fee: A guide throughout the tour.
RISE TO THE CHALLENGE

SAVOJÄRWI LAKE TOUR IN KUHANKUONO
The hiking tour can start from Rantapiha on Savojärvi lake or from Kurjenpesä. The Savojärvi lake tour is the newest trail in the Kuhankuono hiking area, running along the shores of the Savojärvi lake through magnificent scenery. The route offers a way through Southern Finland’s vast marshland, made easy to navigate with dry feet thanks to the footbridges. Pick some berries and mushrooms, when the season arrives! At Kurjenpesä picnic area you can grill sausages and enjoy a cup of coffee brewed over the campfire. Lunch will be taken when leaving Kurjenpesä, and at Rantapiha you can even take a dip in the lake. The tour is conducted from the group’s own coach (coach transportation can be arranged on your behalf).

Duration: 2 hrs and 6 km
Recommended group size: 5–20 people (min. 5)
Availability: March–November
Price:
5–10 people €47 /pp
11–15 people €31 /pp
16–20 people €26.50 /pp
Prices higher on Sundays and public holidays.
Inc. guidance, sausages and a pot of coffee.
For an additional fee: transport to Kuhankuono.
NB! Another route option is the Pukkipalo-Lakjärvi trail 9 km (3.5 hrs).

ARCHIPELAGO RECREATION IN HERRANKUKKARO
Come to rejuvenate at Rymättylä’s Herrankukkaro, in the authentic environment of a traditional fisherman’s village! The day begins with a welcoming drink and an introduction to Herrankukkaro’s history as well as the surrounding archipelago. Travel in time on an authentic fishing boat to the nearby islands, where you can investigate the smuggler’s caves of the prohibition era and enjoy the fascinating and enthralling stories. Special winter activities can be arranged during other seasons.

At the journey’s end, free your body and mind from the last ripples of stress in the gentle steam of Herrankukkaro’s smoke sauna and the warm pools of the water-reed hot tubs.

A perfect end to the day is with Herrankukkaro’s renowned Janne Koivuniemi archipelago buffet, or a more exotic dinner over an open fire. For those wishing to stay a bit longer, you can continue to enjoy the archipelago atmosphere late into the evening or, for an additional fee, stay overnight.

Duration: 7–10 hrs
Availability: year-round
Price: €139 /pp (minimum 20 people)
For an additional fee: Accommodation and breakfast, the host of Herrankukkaro’s specialty lunch, self-grilled sausage and fish over a campfire. Ask for other activity options.

SOLING CLASSIC SAILING AT VILLA WOLAX
Start the day by enjoying a coffee and a savoury snack. Before launching into the water there will be an introduction to the secrets of sailing (the activity requires no previous sailing experience), then a chance to view the boats, after which separate teams will go into the water to compete against each other. Soling Classic sailing takes 3–4 hours. All members of the crew will have the opportunity to try out their various roles in the boat. Skippers will be provided by the organiser, or a suitable candidate for skipper from within the group can be chosen if they already have sailing experience. The winning team will be rewarded. After sailing the group will head to the seaside sauna, and then later on to enjoy dinner. Please note that Villa Wolax is a licensed premises, so groups are not allowed to bring their own alcoholic drinks.

Duration: 3 hrs sailing + additional 4 hrs
Recommended group size: 10–30
Price: €72 /pp (min. 6 persons)
skipper €50 /pp /h
For additional fee: sauna, dinner

NEW TOUR!
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RISE TO THE CHALLENGE

TURKU BY BIKE
Head out on this fun-filled tour, where you can ride along the riverside or, if you wish, cycle further afield. The tour departs from the Old Great Square, takes you along both sides of the River Aura to Forum Marinum and back again. Accompanying you is a Turku Guide, whose interesting stories explain everything from Turku’s history up to the present day, and might also provide something new for the locals. The tour is great for a group of friends or as part of a workplace recreation day. Use your own bike or rent one of ours.

Duration: 2 hrs
Recommended group size: max. 10 people
Availability: for the whole year depending on the weather.
For an additional fee: bicycle hire or Nordic walking poles and instructions on their use.

UP AND DOWN THE HILLS
Did you know that Turku is built on seven hills just like Rome? Although not quite as old as this “Capital of the World”, Turku has been offering urban legends since 1229. Join us for a brisk Nordic Walk up and down the hills of the oldest city of Finland. Along the route we will hear stories about some of its’ famous citizens like “The Flying Finn”, Paavo Nurmi or Sculptor Wäinö Aaltonen or the Dominican Monks whom we have so much to thank for in many areas of life. We will admire the city form the hill tops and in the parks while making our way to Kupittaa Park, the home of St. Henrik’s Spring and ancient local well-being.

The starting point is Wäinö Aaltonen Museum (WAM, Itäinen Rantakatu 38). Please dress according to the weather and wear shoes suitable for walking. Can be made the other way round or without poles.

Duration: app. 1,5 h
Availability: from spring to autumn
Recommended group size: 5–10 people
Price: Mon–Sat 111 €, Sundays and public holidays 190 €
Including guiding 1,5 hrs
For extra fee: coffee/lunch, the rental of poles.

NB! Tour can also be done as a Nordic walking trip.
WE CAN ALSO CREATE A TOUR FROM ANY OF THESE IDEAS

SUPERPARK
The new SuperPark Turku is an indoor sports activity park for the whole family. SuperPark is the place to find the ‘funniest amusement’s’ and most ‘moving experiences’ - all year round, whatever the weather. In the Freestyle Hall you can enjoy the skate and scooting zone, tumble track, ramps and trampolines. The Game Arena offers other activities including radar hockey, disc golf and basketball. In the adventure area scale the climbing wall, speed down an exhilarating slide or weave around the karting track.

NB! Ask for programme options from Visit Turku’s sales service!

MUSEUM WALK
Are you a hardcore museum-goer? Get a Museum Walk card and save big! As a Museum Walk cardholder, you can visit any of the twelve participating museums one time each. The card also offers other benefits, such as discounts on museum shop purchases. The Museum Walk card can be purchased at Visit Turku Tourist Information and its Shop Online.

FLowPARK – DOES THE THOUGHT OF GLIDING HIGH UP IN THE TREES EXCITE YOU?
At Flowpark Adventure Park test your courage, coordination and balance, and challenge your colleagues or sports team. Try some new experiences on 19 trails and 4 difficulty levels, with over 120 missions on swaying paths, cable lines, swings and zip-wires. No prior experience is required for the trails. Instruction on use of equipment and what to do on the trails is given before you start. Harnesses ensure safety all the way round. Flowpark is intended for adventurers of any age, but particularly for those over 7 years.

NB! Ask for programme options from Visit Turku’s sales service!

CAFE KAKOLA – A JEWEL OF KAKOLA
This summer café is found in the former residence of the prison warden, in the unique milieu of Kakola prison.

In the stable once used by the prison warden, is a photographic exhibition presenting the history and daily life of the prison and inmates.

MEDIEVAL MARKET
The Medieval Market organised in Turku’s Old Great Square is Finland’s largest ancient and medieval event, with medieval market vendors, performing groups, jesters and minstrels. The summertime event is held from 28th June to 1nd July 2018.

LÅNA
Låna is a new way to experience the city. See it for yourself on the river in an electric picnic boat and choose your own perspective! Electric powered picnic boats have room for 2-8 people.

STEAMSHIP S/S UKKOPEKKA
The S/S Ukkopekka is Finland’s only authentic steamship, and one of the most charming ways to cruise the Archipelago. During summer S/S Ukkopekka cruises back and forth between Turku and Naantali, and in the evenings it offers a romantic dinner cruise to the island of Loistokari for pier dancing in the Airisto Sea.
WE CAN ALSO CREATE A TOUR FROM ANY OF THESE IDEAS

M/S RUDOLFINA
Step aboard the high-quality M/S Rudolfina and enjoy the ship’s delicious buffet, fresh sea air and stunning scenery.
Rudolfina cruises to the Turku Archipelago from May to September from the Archipelago Ship Harbour of Turku (Turun Saaristolaisvalasatama), sailing daily out to sea as well as to Naantali in the evenings. Rudolfina is available for hire to private groups.

FARM KAITURIN TILA IN MASKU
Farm Kaiturin Tila in Pakainen in Masku, offers visitors a taste of countryside living, with a beautiful courtyard and domesticated animals. The farm is suitable for group outings and gatherings, as well as for study trips for both children and adults. A guide will first introduce you to the animals on the farm, ensuring the experience is rewarding for both animals and guests.

VIKING LINE
Go from Turku to Stockholm or take a popular picnic cruise.

FARM KAITURIN TILA IN MASKU
Farm Kaiturin Tila in Pakainen in Masku, offers visitors a taste of countryside living, with a beautiful courtyard and domesticated animals. The farm is suitable for group outings and gatherings, as well as for study trips for both children and adults. A guide will first introduce you to the animals on the farm, ensuring the experience is rewarding for both animals and guests.

MOOMINWORLD
Moominworld is where the cherished stories of Tove Jansson come to life in a theme park on the verdant Kailo Island, next door to the old town of Naantali - a paradise of children’s culture only 16 km from Turku.

PARADISE ISLANDS
Fall in love with Paradise Islands all year round! In Naantali’s archipelago on the island of Rymättylä is the Äijälä Farmstead, located in beautiful natural surroundings, providing the perfect setting for conferences, training, parties and events.

ARCHIPELAGO TRAIL
The popular circular route of Turku’s Archipelago is about 250 km long and includes 12 bridges, nine ferries and cable ferries and many delightful archipelago parishes. By car you can circulate the trail in a day, but with all the wonderful scenery it would be foolish to hurry. The trail is especially popular with cyclists.

Cafe Kakola
In addition to the Finnish language, our guides can also provide the following languages: English, Swedish, German, Spanish, Italian, French, Danish, Albanian, Japanese, Chinese, Russian, Estonian, Ukrainian and Esperanto.

The weekday prices will be valid from Monday to Saturday 6am-11pm. The Sunday prices and public holidays are valid for 24 hours (the whole day).

If the guide is required to lead the group in more than one language simultaneously, then 15% it is added to the price of the guidance.
BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PRICES
Our package prices are based on adult prices during weekdays. Regarding children’s prices we would ask you to contact Visit Turku Sales for more details. Sundays and Sundays and public holidays prices are increased. The driver of the coach is always free of charge and then after going above a specific group size an additional free space will be provided for the group organizer. Package prices usually contain the services that have been mentioned in the package – normally guidance, entrance fees and possibly a lunch. The prices do not contain a coach or other form of transport (this does not include the cruise packages). The price includes the commission, taxes and VAT. Prices are set in Euros. Included in the guidance fees are social security contributions, administration fees, commission and VAT at 24%. We follow general agreed terms and conditions for tour packages. Visit Turku reserves the right to changes.

RESERVATIONS
For every booking order you will always receive written confirmation of your reservation, either via email or by post. It is always a good idea to read the reservation confirmation through so that the dates and times correspond to what was agreed via email or on the telephone. The booking confirmation is worth taking with you on the tour. Our guide will have their own copy of the booking reservation (voucher). The order is always billed after the tour. The booking confirmation is not valid as an invoice. The invoice will be sent to the billing address after your tour, electronic billing is also possible. If your tour package includes any lunch or dinner reservations, we ask that you inform Visit Turku beforehand of any food-allergies as soon as possible, preferably at the point of reservation.

CHANGES
The booking is billed according to the reserved number of people. Changes to the number of people needs to be made at the latest 48 hours before the tour by contacting Visit Turku Sales Monday to Friday 9.00am-3.00pm. If the confirmed number of people exceeds the actual number of people on the tour then the charge will be for the actual number of people.

If the agreed date of the group tour is changed, we reserve the right to charge a €10 administration fee. If the group is delayed from the set guide times as agreed, the guide will wait for 30 minutes at the designated meeting site and then carry out guidance for the agreed period. However, the group will still be subject to full payment of the guide.

CANCELLATIONS
All reservation cancellations and changes must be made immediately in writing (email or fax) to Visit Turku Sales by 3pm, available Monday to Friday. Cancellations or changes will be valid as of the date when the sales office has confirmed they have received the request.

GUIDE RESERVATIONS
Tour guidance on its own can be cancelled without any expense up to 48 hours before the tour Monday to Friday. If the guidance is cancelled less than 48 hours before the tour, the minimum payment fee will be incurred. If the tour guidance is not cancelled but the tour is not carried out for one reason or another (e.g. no show) we will charge for the price of the whole guide service.

GROUP TOUR PACKAGES
Group tour packages must be cancelled between Monday and Friday 9am-3pm. Group tour packages will incur a €30 cancellation fee. If the group tour package includes meals or transport then cancellation must be made 10 days prior to the tour. Any cancellation of accommodation services, cruises or program services included in the package must be made 30 days prior to the tour. A more detailed cancellation policy regarding possible accommodation, cruise or program services will be delivered to the customer upon confirmation of booking.

If the tour package cancellation occurs later than 10/30 days before the tour, the full price of the tour will be charged. If the group tour package cannot be cancelled but the trip, for one reason or another, is still implemented (i.e. a no show) then the full price of the package will be charged.

BOOKING TERMS AND CONDITIONS
YOU CAN ORDER THE GROUP TOUR PACKAGES FROM VISIT TURKU SALES SIMPLY BY TELEPHONE OR BY SENDING US AN E-MAIL AT SALES@VISITTURKU.FI.
TO BOOK THE TOUR WE ALWAYS NEED THE NAME OF THE GROUP, BILLING ADDRESS (AT THE POINT OF MAKING THE ORDER), THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE AND THE DESIRED TOUR DATE AND TIME. IF YOU DON’T FIND FROM OUR CHOICE OF PACKAGES ONE THAT SUITS YOU, WE ALSO TAILOR TOURS ACCORDING TO YOUR WISHES. IN ADDITION TO THE GROUP PACKAGES, WE CAN ALSO SEPARATELY PROVIDE GUIDES TO DIFFERENT SIGHTS.